2017 USC/CHEVRON FRONTIERS OF ENERGY RESOURCES SUMMER CAMP

Bright students from all over the country and one from Mexico participated in the 2017 USC/Chevron Frontiers of Energy Resources Summer Camp. This camp offers a preparatory program focusing on different energy resources including fossil fuels, alternative energy, nuclear energy, and information technologies for energy efficient operations.

The exclusive program explored the field of engineering through college style lectures from distinguished faculty and prestigious industry speakers. Adding to the intense curriculum was a visit to the AES power plant in Redondo Beach. Hiking along Point Fermin also allowed the students to enjoy the Southern California weather while learning about the geology of the state. By the final day of the camp, the participants were able to apply the notions taught in the classroom by coming up with elaborated solutions to the complexity of engineering and sustainable energy resources through team building activities. Uyen Nguyen, who wants to be an electrical engineer, confessed that “It was an eye-opening experience for me. It definitely encourages, a first-generation student, to make serious considerations to follow an energy-related career path.”

This year welcomed three former campers: Morgan Romero, Blyth Galicia and Miles Segura. Now back as camp counselors, they decided to invest their summer to the same program that had an influence on them back in 2015.

“This camp was very informational. It helped me to get an exposure to not only the future of natural resources but how to effectively use them,” states Anna Garrison, a high school senior and aspiring chemical engineering major. Anna confessed that being surrounded by some of the most renowned professionals and leaders of this field was a privilege. She was particularly encouraged and motivated by Dr. Meshkat from USC Viterbi School of Engineering to be ambitious and pursue her passion.